fisher Arabs would persist in reducing nuns to sexual slavery, monks to the worship of barbarian idols (Zacharias Rhetor, Chronicle 2.77) and the unfortunates they captured to perpetual nudity and the tending of animals at pasture (Jerome, Vita Malchi monachi captivi 4-5; Hoyland, 2001: 148; Shaw, 1982: 5-31) . Rhetorical views such as those of Jerome and Zacharias, which should be viewed within the context of an ongoing prejudicial "settled" discourse on "unsettled" peoples, underline the popular perception that Christianity could bring those who were understood to be nomads-a way of life seen to be virtually synonymous with being a barbarian-into a civilized context, bounded by the linear rules of organized behaviour.
Yet, as this essay argues, the recipients of such "civilising" influences frequently found ways to manage their incorporation into the oikoumene and adapt or adjust to the multifaceted influences that conversion brought with it. The conversion encounters between steppe Arabs and the wandering holy men who, on the basis of extant narratives, introduced them to the new religion, formed an aspect of the larger process of cultural interaction between Roman and barbarian. Conceived, too, as an integral fragment of a "borderlands" scenario, located within porous frontier zones which lacked any obvious political, cultural or religious character, this apparently simplistic conversion universe where barbarian achieved civilisation reveals, instead, multiple levels of accommodation, compromise, resistance and interaction. Studies of pre-modern colonial borderlands, in particular, have usefully identified the ways in which Christianity could be received and adapted to pre-existing religious systems, and, as well, the subversive means by which its introduction altered familiar world views and ways of organising local space (Lieu, 2004: 303; Hefner, 1993b: 10; Adelman & Aron, 1999: 814-841; Radding, 1997; Barth, 1969; Barth, 2000: 17-36; Morehouse, 2004: 29) . Rather than trying to prove the existence of an event which we might identify as "true" conversion (Nock, 1933: 7; Mol, 1976: 76) or focusing on the unsteady argument that indigenes adopted Christianity out of a desire to be assimilated within its evangelical truths, it is instead more fruitful to explore the creation and maintenance of a "middle ground" as both the locus and product of the conversion encounters themselves (White, 1991: 50-93 ). Within such a zone of accommodation and adaptation, the superficial realignment to Christianity (manifested by worship, not always a corollary to belief) provided access to the macrocosm, the wider imperial world with new socio-economic, cultural and political opportunities (Frede & Athanassiadi, 1999: 20; Hefner, 1993b: 21) . Importantly, the addition of Christianity did not necessarily entail a dramatic reorganisation of personal religious landscapes. "Syncretistic" practice, whereby the presence of numinous deities of non-Christians were no hindrance to the addition of a new religious force
